Oil and Gas

Drill into your
communications services
In a high fixed cost industry, reliable and secure communication to head office and other facilities is crucial,
allowing for informed and prompt decision-making. Increased government regulation has compounded the
need for constant access to production, safety and other related data.
At Onlime we can provide reliable and fast access to real-time data for decision centres, which may be
thousands of miles from production.
Onlime offers a comprehensive and fully flexible range of enterprise quality communications services for
the Oil and Gas sector.

VSAT Solutions

Wireless

Invariably drilling and production sites are either
offshore or in areas of low population and as a result
often lack national communications infrastructure,
particularly in the early days of set up and production.
VSAT becomes the only practical option and Onlime
can provide solutions for all phases of the oil and gas
field development, whether it is iDirect® based mobile
antennas or small fixed systems for the exploration and
survey teams, which can be rapidly deployed and easily
relocated, or larger SCPC installations required for the
construction and production phases.

We supply, install and operate long-range and
short-range 802.11n, Wi-Max and Wi-Fi networks for
operations in urban and rural environments, as well as
on rigs or barges. The wireless network can support
everything from security cameras, perimeter fence
sensors, access sensors, voice and other applications on
smartphones, and all of the welfare connectivity.

The VSAT will connect back to our teleport in Germany
and then over the Internet to your corporate network,
or we can provide secure dedicated circuits to your
corporate network out of the teleport or one of our
other European POPs. We can provide in-country
satellite mesh networks linking several sites for voice
and data, or a star configuration linking sites from our
Teleport. Onlime delivers MPLS end-to-end over the
satellite links, whether iDirect or SCPC, to ensure a high
quality of service.
Satellite bandwidth is an expensive commodity and
both TCP Acceleration and Caching of regularly used
content are an excellent way to save resources.
At Onlime our solutions feature the latest modem
technology. We provide an end-to-end fully Managed
Service, which includes 24/7 monitoring, monthly
reporting and Service Level Agreements guaranteeing
the highest level of availability.

Fibre solutions
With access to extensive fibre connectivity at the
Teleport, Onlime can provide just Internet access or
dedicated MPLS connectivity to your offices through
our European POPs. Onlime has access to a wide variety
of submarine and terrestrial fibre cables and can work
with you to develop a fibre solution.

Voice Solutions
Onlime’s Enterprise Voice service ensures cost effective
business quality communications over satellite or fibre.
Onlime delivers the complete package, from a single
phone at a remote location to a centralised multi-site
solution for voice, video conferencing and IM capability
and even smart phone apps for users on the go. Calls
within the exploration or production sites and to
Head Office would be free of charge and national and
international calls are charged at competitive rates.
We can provide a system for you to manage and control
or have it all managed for you through our European
multilingual 24/7 NOC.

Network Services
The Onlime team will be happy to work with you at the
early stages of your deployment to make sure we offer
you the most effective solution for your requirements.
We can assist with design, security, implementation and
ongoing network management.

Want to know more?
Please call the Onlime Sales Team on +44 1483 377101 or e-mail sales@onlime.com and find out more about how we can help.
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